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Plans For
Announced
Bingo, Fortune Telling and Burlesque to Be Features of Annual
The most important question of
Festival.
the day is that regarding the nature
oi our relation to world affairs. If a
Calling all spooks—for the greatgeneral war breaks out what shall be est event of the year—the Hallowe'en
the position of the United States? Carnival! Burlesque, Bingo, cake.
And now, while the stage seems to be walk, fortune teller, horoscope reader, food, music—all combine to make
being set for a general war, shall we one wonderful time for you at the
stand aloof and hope war won't be- Carnival. Who wouldn't like to be in
gin, or, if it begins, hope that we close communion with ghosts, witchcan stay safely and quietly on.our es, and oblims? Well, here's your
chance—be ready for it on Wednesside of the globe?
day night, October 27.
• From the time of Washington our
This year's carnival will be one to
^ l i t i c a l foreign policy has tended outdo all carnivals of the past.
to run in two opposite directions, the Throughout all the plans great emone leading toward isolation and the phasis has been' placed on quality
other toward participation and co- rather than quantity. Just read
about some of the entertainment you
operation.
will be exposed to at this Carnival:
Many American statesmen and
perhaps a majority of the American
people have and still have a feeling
that we, by pioneering on a new
continent, and establishing a new
type of government, have become
•cleansed and purified. They feel
that the rest of the world is full of
intrigue, deception, and greed and
that we should not soil our hands
or ideals by getting down on a diplomatic levefr with old world standards.
d[i the other hand there are those
.vh3 hold that our existence depends
on international trade and cultural
intercourse. They reason that, since
we must deal with the rest of the
world, we should take a positive
stand on great world questions and
tl.. at we should exert such moral force
as to bring our standards to prevail
throughout the world.
Both groups would avoid participation in war. The first would keep
silent while the nations are lining
up in alliances and ententes and
would try to stand aloof after war
begins. They would prohibit the
shipment of arms to countries engaged in war and would even go so
far as to place embargoes on all
foreign trade if necessary. The American congress has maintained about
such a position for the last several
years. Annually for the last two or
three years Congress has passed a
bill rohibiting the shiment of war
munitions.to any warring country.
However,
President
Roosevelt
startled the world in his Chicago
speech a few days ago by making the
announcement that the United States
is interested in the conduct of the
whole world and that'we could not
stand idly by and see the nations rush
headlong into mortal combat. The
President's speech was followed by
an, announcement of Secretary Hull
that the United States would send
representatives to a nine-power conference whose purpose would be to
compare European differences.
This action of the executive department is regarded as being in contradiction to the neutrality act of
Congress. It means that we intend
to speak up before war begins. If
we line up with any group of nations or take a positive stand on any
issue, we will necessarily have to
see our position through at any cost
or swallow our pride and retreat.
This, of course, the American people don't like to do.
If our participation succeeds and
if war is averted, then we will have
reached a pinnacle of prestige not
approached since our failure to ratify
the League of Nations Covenant.

BURLESQUE! No doubt, in years
past, all of you have seen a burlesque, burlesque
planned for
the night of th e 27th will exceed any you have even seen.
Imagine it, the male faculty on the
campus dressed in ruffled dresses
dancing a chorus! What could be more
hilarious than the stoutest member
of the chorus standing by the tallest
and thinnest, each trying to outdance
the other? Wouldn't you adore seeing the "gay young things" swaying
merily to and fro to the tune of some
sweet old-fashioned ditty? Everybody out to see Dr. McGee swing it!
BINGO! At the other carnivals
Bingo has been the great attraction.
You know, the game where you shufile the corn and then win a grand
prize. You'll have so much fun doing this that it will, be hard to go on
to the next feature.
CAKE WALK! Now, you needn't
write home pleading for that cake.
You can just snub the homefolks and
say—"Phooey, I'll get a cake anyway." You hope. So just to see, join
the cake walk and learn to stop at the
right time and place, on the right
number. No telling, this might be
your lucky night.
FORTUNE TELLER! With examination time just • around the corner everybody is wondering whether
or not she is going to pass. That
isn't the only thing that you are
wondering about—does Johnny still
love you, is he mad with you, are
you going to marry him? Try our
experienced fortune teller, who sees
all, knows all, tells all (privatey, of
course.) Let her tel you about your
(Continued on page four)

New Members Of
Literary Guild
Honored Friday
Twenty-eight new members have
been admitted into the Literary Guild,
and the club will entertain the new
members tonight in order to acquaint
them with requirements and organization of the club and plans for the
coming year.
The membership of the club is on a
small selective basis, members being accepted after recommendation
by a faculty member. The scholarship requirement is an average of 80,
rnd the students admitted must be
actively interested in one of the fine
erts. The new members are voted in
by the old members.
Those selected were Ammie Ree
(Conitnued on page four)
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esier Play

NOTICE!.
Tickets for faculty members for.';
the series of college entertainer
ments^ are now on sale. The tickets!;
will be $2.00 each. The one ticket-'
includes all of the nine numbers
offered on the entertainment seriesand it is we'll to note that if ad-g
mission is taken up at the; door;-:
for each separate number the en-ri
tertainmentsfor the whole season?
would cost-from $6.00 to 8.00.
h
Students are not required to buy*
tickets,' 'since they make their?
payment for the entertainments;:
in their registration fee. Student,
ticket for admission is the registration card.

I

.Nine Till Six", A Story of Mannekins, to Be Presented Soon as
Fall Quarter Production.
;

"Nine Till Six" has been selected
by the Jesters, campus dramatic
group, as the play that they will put
on during fall quarter. The play is a
three-act presentation, in which we
see how the course of events in one
day may make a life drab and uninteresting or gay and exciting.
"Nine Till Six" was first produced
•very successfully in London in 1930
;at the Arts Theatre. Later it won
/acclaim at the Ritz Theatre in New
York City.
The cast, which includes sixteen characters, offers opportunity
icr the talent of many different periacon Little.Theafcrffl sonalities on the campus. For intwo characters—Gertie and
Present"First Lady" j stance,
Bridget—are in direct contrast. The
is a poor, innocent young girl
On Lyceum Series; former
facing the ups and downs of life and
competitive business for the first
Vera Brittain Will Lecture Here- time when she is forced to obtain employment; the latter is a girl possessNov. 4; Little Theater Group Will ing greater wealth and ability and
Present Play Nov. 12.
f one who, although she is forced to
obtain employment for the first time,
The Macon Little Theater will b;e has already acquired a worldly cutpresented as one of the numbers*6r£ look. A theft occurs and when suthe entertainment series, ' according spicion is centered on both of them,
to announcement by Dr. S. L. Mc- a most interesting development of unGee, chairman, of the Entertainment foreseen elements is created.
Committee. This play is scheduled
Over sixty enthusiastic students
for November 12.
have shown a great deal of interest at
The group is to put on "First Lady" the tryouts held this week. The cast
a satire by George Kaufman and will soon be decided and rehearsals
'•Katherime Dayton.
The talent v/ill begin at once.
used is the best in Macon, several
Further announcements concernol the actors being the very finest ing the cast and the date of the play
(Continued on page four)
will be given later.

Fair Features Fantastic
Festivities For Funsters
Due to general high spirits, disbanding of Tuesday afternoon classes,
and school day, practically everybody
on the campus trucked it on down to
the fair-grounds Tuesday. They took
it in—or it took them in (a matter of
opinion).
Third floor Senior Hall went in at
body—and came back practically a
corpse. One would think that if Seniors had at last attained to Senior
dignity, they could at least display a
little of it. But it seems to be the
concensus of opinion that they outnumbered the blase Freshmen and
thoroughly enjoyed the merry-goround.
Freshmen had all the luck at the
games of chance. Sue Morris came
home triumphantly bearing a-table
and a cake box. Somebody else won
a set of,, glasses and a pitcher, and
Louise Murphy won a' table.
Beyond a doubt, the most soul-satisfying sight to spectators (not participants) was the Loop-a-plane. We
want to be explicit and specify that
to the riders on this contraption, the
result was definitely not soul-satisfying. The expressions on the various
and sundry faces as the machine took
that death-defying loop was not for
c! mere feature story—it rates no less
than a news-reel. Mary Kethley went
into the ride with the full intention
oi laughing at the matter. She laughed—until she realized she was upside
down. Her expression quite noticeably changed from one of laughter to

one of—shall I say—acute discomfort?
And we have always thought of
Joan Butler as. a reasonably strong
character—but we changed our minds
after we saw her get off the Tilt-aWhiii. She didn't get off—she staggered off. And she left the fair immediately afterward. In company
with Frances Roane, who had the
same trouble, she did.
Don't look now, but there was
something decidedly fishy about the
Merry-go-Round. We distinctly saw
Eleanor Berry, Sarabelle Montford,
Sara Bell, Mary Kethley, Bonnie
Burge, Lib Donovan, and Lucy Caldwell ride the thing four times—all
on one ticket. We ask you, is that
technique?
Margaret Barksdale reeled away
from the swings with the statement:
"I thought if I saw my legs pass the
same place again, I'd die."
Anna LaBoon was escorted to the
fair by'Mi-. Bill Walden—from what
we can gather the couple had quite a
large time.
Something attracted our attention
—Miss Willie Dean Andrews and Miss
Billie Jennings quite seriously engulfed in cotton candy.
It's a great life—if you don't weaken. And we defy anybody not to
weaken after combined effects of the
Ferris wheel,' Loop-a-plane, Merrygo-Round, Swings, hot dogs, Tilt-aWhirl, and Coca-Colas.

Emile Baume, French Pianist,
sen For Concert Series
NOTICE!
Due to the regular fall homeEc-ing week-end scheduled for October 29—November 1, the Colonnade will not be published next
week. This is in accordance with
the statement on the ' masthead
that the paper is "published weekly during school year,'except during holidays and examination
periods."
Publication will be resumed the
week that the students return and
a paper will come out Saturday,
November 6, according to schedule.
To anyone desiring to hand' in
news 'to the Colonnade, we wish
to inform you that deadline for
copy is 5:00 Thursday afternoon.
Copy that is not type-written
should be handed in earlier in the
afternoon.

Frosh Retire Tonight
Sadder and Wiser
After Initiation
Juniors Turn Sadists as They Treat
Their Younger Sisters Shamefully and With Disrespect.
Freshman Initiation with all the
furbishings was held today in celebration of Freshman-Junior Day. The
Freshman were treated in such a
fashion that they now believe that
the Junior class is composed of a
vast number of thorough-going sadists. That belief was beginning to
take hold of some of them this morning when they were made to get up
at the crack of dawn, and assemble
ir. front of Atkinson to have their
make-up applied, and by the time
the sun had set, the victimized class
had come to the unanimous conclusion that the' Juniors one and all
had the qualities of Simon Legre.
They came to that decision after
theri Sister class had soused their
heads liberally with flour.
The application of make-up in the
early hours of the morning sorely
tried the souls of the ones whose
aesthetic senses were i n
the
freshman class was bepattered ' with
red ink and every girl was given a
beautiful chain of onions to wear
(Continued on page four)

Freshmen Elect 30
iris To Counci
Thirty Freshmen were elected recently from their class to hold office
on Freshman Council, committee of
the Y. W. C. A.
Those who were elected are Rita
Adair, Helen Barber, Lucile Bentley,
Madeline Blackwelcler, Catherine
Bowman, Catherine Boynton, Joan
Briggs, Nel Bryan, Catherine Combs,
Marion Culpepper, Ruth Clodfelter,
Mattie Curry, Marjorie Edwards,
Mary Elizabeth Elarbee, Hortense
Fountain, Genevieve Goodyear, Ann
Hall, Doris Hendricks, Virginia Home,
Katherine Hutchinson, Rose Newnan, Jane McConnell, Sue McMullen,
Margaret Pitts, Pollyanna Prather,
Ruth Shapiro, Julia Merle Stewart,
Edith Ann Teasley, Elizabeth Williams, and Douglas Mercer.

Angna Enters, Norman Cordon,
and Barrer-s Liitie Symphony are
Other Attractions on iSories.
Emile Baume, world renowned
pianist, has been booked as the first
number of the Concert Series, according to announcement by Dr. Sidney McGee recently. He will appear
here on November eighteenth.
Mr. Baume is the winner of important musical honors both abroad and
:n the United States. A New York
critic said that he looked like the
music of Chopin sounds. Distinguished Felix Weingartner said of. him,;.
"An admirable and finished pianist,
one also who has those diverse
.qualities necessary for the great orchestral conductor." Mr. Baume has
a crisp and sparkling technique, exact
but unhurried phrasing,, sensitive control of dynamic color and a warm
and singing tone. Hi?- musical unstinct is unerring.
The names of the other three artists
to appear here on this year's Concert
Series were announced last week.
They are Angna Enters, danoer and
pantonine artist, who will come to
G. S. C. W. on December eighth; The
Barrere Little Symphony on March
thirthieth; and Norman Cordan, baritone, who is scheduled for an appearance sometime in April.
"Miss Enters who is to appear as
the second number of the Concerts
is one of the greatest dance mimes on
the American, stage today. Vanity,
Fair, in a criticism of Miss Enters art,
said, "By now Angna Enters is pretty
generally acknowledged as the greatest feminine mime of our generation*:"
She is a brilliant creative genius."
It has also been said of her that she
is "one of the great creative artists
of the century, who presents in her
evening entertainment, compositions
(Continued on page rour)

Sesquicentennial
Posters Shown On
Bulletin Boards
In response to several questions on
the part of the students **bout the
posters that have been put up in connection witn the Sesquicentennial
Celebration of the signing of the Constitution, Dr. Johnson has asked that
it be explained. The poster on the
bulletin board by Atkinson' is an
original Howard Candler Cristy
painting in nine colors and gold,
representing Liberty with Washington
and other signers of the Constitution.
The other poster that has been put
up is "The President's Proclamation."
It's illuminated in colors with pictures
of the signers of the Constitution and
vari-colored prints of the seals of tne
13 original colonies. This poster is'
being shown in Parks Hall.
The Sesquicentennial Celebration
is being observed this year throughout the nation to commemorate the
signing of the Constitution one hundred and fifty years ago. President
Roosevelt is the chairman of the National' Constitution Sesquicentennial
Commission. G. S. C. W., under the
sponsorship of the History Department, is taking an active part in the
celebration. Several Assembly programs relating to the signing of the
Constitution have been planned, and
later The Certificate of Participation, signed by the President and
other members of the Commission
will be displayed on .the campus.
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Two Girl Rooms
At registration time this year and with the subsequent struggle
•for rooms, there was brought strikingly to our notice the acutal lack
of room that we had for students. Conditions arose that were unexpected and quite embarrassing; for instance, the necessity for some girls
sleeping on the floor and three to a bed.
I
The condition now, although fairly comfortable, is crowded and
^definitely unsatisfactory. Normally, there are three girls to a room, six
to a suite. In some cases, there are as many as six girls in one room.
It is granted, of course, that in the" latter cases, the rooms are unusually large—but is that much of an argument?

I

' It is not too much to say when we maintain that three girls
in one room are too many. Aside from the intangibl effects that this
crowded condition might have, there is the actual inconvenience and
discomfort arising from such a situation. The rooms are small, the
furniture is inadequate. There is actually not enough space in most
rooms for three girls to get in all of their personal belongings. And
"itrspiio-of any argument to the contrary, it is out of the way to have
to unlock your trunk every time you need a clean towel. It is more
common than not to pass b y a room and see the bookcase situated on
top of the table—simply because there isn't space in the room for
'said bookcase. And if there isn't space for a bookcase, wnat can
he said about space for tnree supposedly lively girls?
In addition to the actual lack of space, such a condition is hardly
conductive—possibly even injurious—to a calm and poised state of
mind. It is difficult for anyone who has not had the experience to conceive of having to live—really live—in one room with two other people,
i to b e with them incessantly, never to have the opportunity to be alone.
^Companionship is all very well, but there is not a person who will not
concede that there are times when one should go into "solitary confinement" and b e alone to think through problems that cannot be solfed
other than through concentration. And such "aloneness" is well nigh
impossible with a three-girl room, not to mention a six-girl affair.
Another point we might add—it isn't really an easy thing to do to
attempt to study in a room with anywhere from three to six people in
;it. In spite of all consideration for others, there is absolutely bound to
b e some disturbance. And yet some teachers wonder why our lessons
are no better prepared—here is one of the major reasons.
The thing we're leading up to is this—we want two girls rooms,
The impossibility of this for this year is, of course, quite evident. But
what of the years to come? Viewing the situation, it seems that the
problem must b e solved in one of two ways—either we build more
dormitories or w e cut down on admittance. The first of the two suggestions is already being carried out. But when that dormitory is built,
what will it b e used for? In all probability not for the girls already on
the campus, but to take care of the increased enrollment that is bound
to come next year.
W e cannot overlook the fact that this is a state-supported institution,
• and that requirements of entrance.cannot be as. limited as in private
, schools. However/it does not seemifeasible to keep on admitting students after it is seen that all of the room is taken up, as was done this
year. The results were self-evident.
So w h y could not the suggestions be combined? Build more
dormitories, yes—but keep the enrollment to a reasonable number, uh, tilth© girls already, on the campus and the incoming Freshmen are
'settled in two-girl rooms, rather than three-girl. Spread out our present
'enrollment a little more, rather than attempting to admit exerybody who
•applies for entrance.
It Js logical to hope that such, an improvement might, ultimately,
/-result in a much a happier, more contented student body with good
chances fo rthe general run of grades being higher.

There is no set rule in the hand- :
book saying that G. S. C. W. young
ladies do not carry on protracted
conversations over the hedge with
G. M. C. young men—or any young
men for that matter. It is simply
another one of those unwritten laws
that come up occasionally.
It isn't that there is anything morally wrong with talking to boys over
the hedge. It's just that it isn't the
height of good taste—or even such
a good idea. It must appear slightly
queer to passers-by to see girls draped over the hedge in earnest conversation with boys out on the sidewalk.
We don't mean to cramp your style
or anything to that effect. We want
you to be polite and speak to the
boys you know. But when it comes
to long talks—that's something else
again. No conversation can be so
serious or so prolonged that it must
take place near the hedge and last
far, far into the afternoon. We have
it on good authority that one of these
lengthy talks lasted no less than two
hours. That, my dear readers, is a
little too much. There are regular
scheduled days, hours, and places
where two-hour dates may occur,
but they are definitely not on weekday afternoons, at the hedge.
And we want you to notice, we
said above "the boys you know."
Please make a point of confining conversations to acquaintances rather
.than strangers.
Another thing that has been brought
to our notice is the general prevalence of G. S. C. girls acting as escorts to G. M. C. boys in the afternoon. It seems that the boys have
to be back on the campus earlier than
we do, so we take it upon ourselves
to walk them to the edge of their
campus and there to bid them goodbye. Another thing to mark up as
against our ideas of good taste. Go
to the drugstore with them—but
don't walk home with them, please.

WE ANNOUNCE TOO MUCH
There is no doubt in our minds
that we are all becoming infinitely
weary of pleas like this one is going
to be. But we are getting wearier
still of the occasions that cause the
pleas.
This time it's the old, stock, trite
tjuestion—-Why must we have so
; tiany chapel announcements? They're
•tiring, they take up too much valuable time, in most cases, they're
Unnecessary. We ask you, what are
bulletin boards for?
' For call meetings of clubs, that
might be understood. But it is necessary to have an announcement every
time a club has a regular meeting
that all the members are supposed
to know about anyway?
We thought that with the gettingunder-way of classes and regular
schedules, some of this might be
eliminated but it seems not.
We beg, give us fewer chapel announcements.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

r

Is there anything that can be done
about our having to line up on the
sidewalk to greet the celebrities, who
come to Milledgeville? I'm sure we
must look like so many high school
students in a row, waiting to wave
frantically as the object of our attention passes. The , last time this
happened our friend had made his
appearance and gone before we realized he was even in sight.
It really isn't fair to the school.
There isn't a fair representation of
the college group, because so few
girls take the trouble to join in the
greeting. It won't be 'detrimental to
the well-being of the school if we
do not put ourselves on obvious
parade as our friends drive through.
.We're in college now.,Can't we be
our age? We'll be thought of just as
highly if we act like college students.

BOOK

SHELF

Of Mice and Men—Joseph Steinbeck has crushed to death with his hand.
In order to obtain money to buy
Reviewed by Virginia Sho'ffeit
land, George and Lenny find work on
For a book which requires, for the a ranch with a shack full of men who
average person, only an hour's con- might be classed as mere swine. It
centration, John Steinbeck has ful- is not hard to see that they are not
filled the American public's desire out of place in the company of such
foi. something unique on the book- men.
The action of the book begins on the
shelf.
ranch
when Curley, son of the ranch
The book, "Of Mice and Men",
boss,
trysto
demonstrate his fighting
however odd the title may seem,
keeps no one in suspense, for the au- ability before everyone. Lenny, whose
thor unfolds true "rats" along with brain is even more shapeless than his
face, takes eveiy word and every
the innocent little mice.
In spite of the simplicity of style, blow issued from Curley until George
the book is written in such a manner gives the word that he must defend,
that you will always be conscious himself.
At this point in the book and
that the deeper significance of his
plot is not to be found on the top throughout the entire story, it is extremely interesting to note the comsurface.
plete
dominance which George, who
Around two men Steinbeck has
centered a simple story. Yet it is a is so small, holds over Lenny. Lenny's
story which is not to be soon forgot- almost complete worship for George
and the peculiar ways in which he
ten.
" . ..
George, in the author's own de- discloses his worship is something
scription, is "small dark, quick, with ycu will think about for some time.
Curley's wife, a hard, young girl,
restless eyes and sharp, strong feabecomes
particularly attracted to
tures. His opposite is a huge man,
shapeless of face, with large, pale Lenny, but Lenny is constantly warneyes and wide slopping houlders." ed of her by George.
The odd happenings, Lenny's fanThese two perfectly contrasted
characters have wild, foolish dreams tastic ideas, the shack-boys' moral
of occupying a small house and of attitudes—in all these you will find
cultivating land. All the while Lenny unusual interest.
constantly mumbles that he wants
If Lenny has no realization' of his
to "feed the rabbits". This one char- bulky power to crush mice, puppies,
acter in the story creates a most pe- or what have you, with the pressure
culir atmosphere with his constant of one finger, \do~ you wonder at his
petting of a mouse, a mouse which he reaction to man?

DRESS PARADE
Dress Parade has actually got a
scoop on a unique campus style, at
last, or in the parlance of royalty, at
long last. We have one among us
who wears lizards on her dress for
ornaments. Yes, real, live lizards
that wiggle or squirm, or do whatever lizards do. Gertrude Baker, a
freshman this year,' has several gold
chains which she fastens around the
necks of her pet Chameleons (lizards
to you) and pins the chains on to
whatever waist she happens to be
wearing. The lizards are most obliging for they change their color to
match the material which they happen to be on. To coin a phrase, I think
Gertrude has something there.
Marie Casoil has also gone original
with her new method of wearing her
hairribbons. Shorty wears a roll off
her, forehead, and she sticks a little
flat bow just back of that roll which
places the bow approximately on the
top of her cranium. Sunday, she wore
a wine colored bow with a black
dress, the wide yoke of which was
velvet. She wore a string of pearls
around, her neck, and the effect was
stunning.
Catherine Cavanaugh wore a most
becoming outfit to classes the other
day; The dress was brown with
most unusual buttons down the front.
The said unusual buttons were silver
and brown of about ordinary size,
and had tan flaps on them. To complement the dress, Catherine wears
a short belted jacket with a slightly
flaring peplum. The jacket has a
brown background with green and
tan dashes spread copiously on the
coat. The suit, is polished off by a
VESPER CHOIR
Carol Pryor was elected Chairman
of the Vesper Executive Committee
this past week. This committee will
arrange the trips and manage all the
business, concerning the choir. Two
girls were selected from each class
in the choir to give it fair representation.
• Thei other girls selected are Anna
Gasque and Mary Cole, seniors; Betty
Lott and Carol Pryor, juniors; Ann
Tanner and Elizabeth Ledbetter,
sophomores; Martha Hubbard and
Judy Mann, freshmen.

brown, orange, and oreen kerchif.
Grace Drewry has been wearing
a most attractive gray sweater to
classes lately. It has red and black
horizontal stripes, and short sleeves.
She wears a red kerchief, and with
.Grace's marvelous tan, it is most effective.
Mary Inman's color is definitely
blue. She looks lovely in her deep
blue sweater and blue skirt. The
front of the sweater is a soft, wooly
looking gray.
Lena Lovett is the walking Vogue
and Harper's Bazaar combined on this
campus. This morning when I saw
her she had on a black silk dress
trimmed with black satin. The most
striking thing about the costume is the
white satin vest. It is cut on the
same general lines as a man's tuxedo
shirt—or are they called something
else? At any rate you get the general
idea.
,
The latest and far the most exotic
hair dress is Annella Brown's bangs.
She-walked into the dining Hall behind them one day, and quite definitely disrupted the nice quiet meal in
progress there. Suddenly and inexplicably, nobody was hungry any
longer.
And to generalize a bit on campus
styles, skirts and sweaters still seem
to hold sway with two thirds of the
girls for school room wear. Low
heels, rubber - soled oxfords, and
moccasin toed girl scout .shoes are
the practically unanimous choice of
the girls for sports wear. The simplicity of clothes for every day. wear
on the campus, I think, is in quite the
best taste, on which point Vogue,
public opinion, and I seem to be in
perfect accord.

Recreation
Association
Activities

Keyhole Kitty

Hallowe'en Carnival on Wednesday
With the paper full of plans for the
•carnival of course you haven't failed
to inform yourself of the many interesting phases of entertainment that
,it will be your privilege to enjoy
•October 27, Wednesday night, at 7:00
o'clock. If you have read the posters
and signs around on the campus you
are getting excited over the festive
occasion which is yours to enjoy soon.
We are counting on you to be there
, -wittf"bells on." It will be more fun
| it you wear your Hallowe'en outfit.
i
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'School papers are great inventions,
The school gets all the fame
The printer gets all the money,
And the editor gets all the blame."
—THE SPARKER.
Vice is nice
But a little virtue
Won't hurt you. v
—VIEWPOINT

First Student: "Let's cut classes to1st Collegiate—What did you do day and go to the show."
during the summer?
Other Student: "Can't do it. I need
2nd Collegiate—Worked (i,n my
the sleep."
Dad's office. What did you do?
—YELLOW JACKET.
1st Collegiate—Oh, nothing either.
—THE ROMAN.
She calls him pilgrim. Every time
he calls he makes a little progress.
—YELLOW JACKET.
"If your nose is close to the grindstone rough,
And you hold it down there long
"Young man, are you the teacher
of this class?"
enough,
Ere long you will say there is no such
"No, sir."
"Then, don't talk like an idiot."
thing
—YELLOW JACKET.
As brooks that babble and birds that
ping..
She: "Why in the world did woThese three will,all your world
men ever take up knitting anyway?"
compose,
Just you, the stone, and your darned 1 He: "To give them something to
think about while they talk."
old nose."
—THE REDWOOD BARK.
A girl may sing,
A girl must dance,
fellow
named
There was a young
A girl may play croquet.
Izzie,
Eut she can't strike a match
Who had a beautiful lizzie
Or? the seat of her pants.
He stepped on the brake
She
just ain't built that way.
A moment too late.
—TECHNIQUE.
Poor Izziej! Poor lizzie
Where izzie?
If a cross-eyed person had a cross
eyed
date, would they think they
One of the exchange tags defines
a sunset as a "rear view of a sun- were double-dating?
—THE TRIANGLE.
rise". . .

A new week and new songs for
morning watch. You are always having new weeks, but it is not always
that you can learn these new songs.
You are going to be entirely left out
if you don't join in 'de chorus.
We may not be artistic in the finest sense of the word now, but just
you wait until Miss Sutton and her
bevy of interior decorators get
through with the office. It is going
to be highly deserving of "A suite of
offices just off the terrace." They
have more elegant ideas. We have put
the name on the door so you will be
able to recognize it after the change
Notice to Dr. Walden: Have you seen
the sign or should we paint it red?
The' choir and Mr. Knox did unusually well last Sunday evening.
Vespers was a delightful combination
of relaxation and inspiration. By the
way, Mr. Noah, a great many people
are enjoying the result of your earnest work.

Volley Ball Tournament
iJWith the volley ball tournament
;inning on Saturday afternoon, it is;
!aat importance that every class
And while we are addressing our
fger have her team out for pracselves to faculty members we must
„,.Je at least once before the tournanot leave Miss Horsbrugh out bement begins. If you aren't on one of
cause we would not be without our
.the, class teams, be sure to be on the
Appreciation Hour for anything. Why
gpot to yell for your team anyway.
hadn't we thought of it before? We
Wa'tch'for all announcements pertaincan't explain this exactly, but now
ing to the schedule for playing and be
cur thoughts are filled with "The New
ready to play with your team when
World Symphony" and the anticipa. the time comes. So far during the
tion of Beethoven's "Fifth SymI quarter huge crowds have been
phony."
k congregating down on the volley ball
; courts and what fun everybody has
Do you miss something, well we do.
1' had!
It is the person who usually writes
$
Girls, this is your last chance at
this column.
rvolley ball until next year as another
Miss Morris Gives
sport will be started as soon as the Chemistry Club And
If you haven't heard of a certain
return from the homegoing weekPiano To Mansion man by the name of Dr. T. V. Smith,
Choir
Entertain
end. Come and join the fun!
get the latest Peabody Reflector and
~-^>~JBeginnjp's Golf Class
Miss Clara Morris of the Home read his article in there. You see we
^ n last Wednesday afternoon about
The members of the
Doctors' Economics department presented the think he is coming for the Institute
jjprty people were out on the back
of Human Relations, and you will
_anipus for instructions in golf. Still Academy will meet tonight with Dr. Mansion with a lovely old piano last
really have something to look fori t isn't too late to join this group, Lindsley at "Westover". After the Monday.
ward to if you just know him by arThe piano was given to her by her
, says Mary^ Frances Mize, manager. meeting they will join with members
ticle and name.
| The time tor membership has been of the Chemistry Club for a possum father when she was a child. The case
*' -closed for the Golf Club but still
is oblong and like the clavichord
Beams, beams, not sunbeams, but
hunt.
there is a chance to learn the; sport
type in shape. It is exactly twice as
Freshman Council. You are to be con"with the beginner's golf class this
The A Cappella Choir will hold its wide as it is long, measuring 72 by
gratulated, Class of 1941. You have
-quarter and then you may join the first social meeting of the year this 36 inches. It is mahogony colored with
really got something there. There'll
•Golf Club next quarter. Remember, afternoon in the nature of a weiner a three legged piano stool of the
be a golden slipper there later on,
<every Wednesday afternoon at >5:00.
roast, to be held at Nesbit Woods. same color. The top folds back be- the Sophomores don't agree!
•I
Archery
hind the carved music rack when the
Plans are being made for an arch- The weiner roast has been planned piano is in use. The lyre-shaped frame
e r y touxmament to begin right away. by the old members of the Choir to for the. two pedals swings from the
Mr. Chapel 'did noble' in holding
U . .-•
Come try your skill at the target and greet, in a social way, the new mem- piano and does not touch the floor. down the World Powers in Conflict in
toe the winner of the tournament. •
bers.
The tone of the piano is remark- the Sino-Japanese Situation. We are
Table Tennis Tournament
ably good considering the age of it. certainly able to read our newspapers
\ The-loudest, happiest group on the
The piano was made in Atlanta by a little more intelligently after hav<tampus seems to be meeting every afCABINET PICNIC
ing heard his talk. No longer do we
the Estey Organ Co.
-ternoon in the Bell Annex Gymnasilose
friends and alienate people, after
The GSCW Alumnae is trying to
u m for table tennis practices or for
filling
the prescription of Dale Carrestore all the original furniture to
-Reams'to get together to play off the
negie via Mrs. McCullar. Someone
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet was entertainirnaulhes. The first round has not yet ed with a picnic supper at Nesbit's the Mansion. This drive will be con- said, "We hope, we hope, we hope
Taeen completed but announcement on Tuesday night. Candy-pulling was cluded in the spring by a very gala Mrs. McCullar will come again real
pageant Jcelebxating the Mansion's
will be made soon as to who the combined with the supper.
soon."
100th birthday.
leaders are. You should see who the
A new person is on the campus, and
Last spring Mrs. H. D. Allen of
-table tennis stars are on the campus; Those attending the picnic were:
we just couldn't wait to get some of
jyou would1 be surprised at the large Margaret Garbutt, Joan Butler, Milledgeville gave the Mansion a
her ideas about Women in Industry.
dumber .of them.
Charlotte Edwards, Eolyne Green, chair, which is the only original
She has some very fine ones. Funny
Vallie Enloe, Margaret. Fowler, An- piece that has been restored. It was
Swimming Pool Closed
to think about it but some of us will
Due to bad weather and other com- nella Brown, Mary Kethley, Lucy used in the- governor's mansion when be working soon. It isn't a bit too early
plications the swimming pool has Caldwell, Bonnie Burge, Rebecca Milledgeville was capital of the state. to get interested. Come on out! (New
Taeen closed for the winter. The col- Wilson, Anna Lee Gasque, Virginia The coloring of it is between hazel person on the campus—Miss Caldlege hates to have to go to the ex- Forbes, Evelyn Gilroy, Marion Ar- and tan. It is made of plush almost well).
pense of putting a roof on the build- thur, Grace Drewry, Sara Margaret entirely and with little woodwork
We were going to tell you how exing when very soon we hope to have Entrekin, Ruth Van Cise, TeCoah besides the frame. There is a wooden cellent Jane was, but she just came
the ,new health and Physical Edu- Harner, Eleanor Swann, Jean Pur- foot rest at the bottom and it is evi- in and confessed losing the Ping
dently an invalid's chair since is
cation building. This building will [dom, Betty Ldtt, Jane Gilmer.
Pong Match to Mr. Massey. She did
rolls back into a horizontal position
extend out over the pool and then
her best for the "Y", hut after all Mr.
by pulling a lever.
•the pool will be tiled too. So, make
.2 our plans to do other recreating fixed up for playing. When you want
to play golf, come down to the gymiSo It Won't Talk Eh!
than swimming this winter.
nasium
and
check
out
your
clubs.
Soocer
[Bring It To—
BURKE'S
When we return from our week- Perhaps you are aware of the fact that
(Woman's Shop)
HALL ELECTRIC CO.
-end trip home a new sport will be in the college does not furnish the balls
lull swing. Marguerite Jernigan is but all clubs are furnished.
For Frocks, Millinery, Accessories
Radio Repairs
Hiking
.king plans now for a grand seaErnestine Cates is having grand
of soccer. Freshmen and Sophocrowds
on all of the hikes this fall.
_ iores, you will have an opportunity
tc learn this game in your Physical A poster will be up hi the Bell Annex
Education classes. -You'll be sure to Gym telling of the places of hiking
Don't Fail To Visit
lilse it as it is girl's football. Just and of the faculty chaperones. These
think of the fun this sport will offer hikes are taken on every Tuesday afyou and: "you won't mind corning ternoon from 5:00 to 6:00 and on Saturday afternoons from 2:00 to 6:00.
"back to school.
And See All The New Things Now on Display
Meet
the group between Terrell and
Golf Course at Nesbitt's Woods
The'Golf 1 Club is'very busy get- Bell Hall in the court—and see all
ting the golf course out at Nesbit'sJ parts of Milledgeville.

Members of. Cabinet the other
night were quite entertained at Eleanor Swann's impersonations and.
songs. Get her to sing you "I love my
duck" and. so on through the barnyard.
It was nearly one and the class
was none too alert, but Dr. Wynn was
slill trying to put something over.
He said, "I put the pencil on the
table, now what is "on the table?"
About six chimed—the pencil."
This happened when a freshman
was having her picture made. The
photographer said "Give me your
slip, please." Slightly shocked she
replied, "Oh, do I have to take it"
off too?"
Tecoah Harner decided to do some
required outside xead|ngj, so (she
went to the library and checked out
a copy of her own text book. Bright
girl, huh?
Have you heard about the picketing
at Mayfair? It seems that two girls
were deprived of their dating privileges, or maybe their permits haven't
come, I dont know. Anyway some
interested • young men . had a
sign — ''Unfair to •'•' True Love",
and they worked in shifts, and really
did the things up. right.

Collegiate

Another felow who lives off the
fat of the land is the girdle manufacturer.
—THE ALABAMIAN.
-Although the weather has been
inst any phase of recreation out
toor-s-this week, we have been able He knew she was a conductor's
accommodate some people inside daughter after he saw how she kept
- big gymnasium; So, don't let the putting him off all the time.
—H. S. RECORD.
liny weather keep you from recreat-

Having heard no less than fifty
accounts of that Chicago trip, each
getting just a little better than the
last, I could write a whole column
on that affair—but maybe I'd bet- ter confine myself to a paragraph
for the sake of those desiring to go
en future conventions! Teny Bethel,
Lucy Caldwell, and Bonnie Burge
came back last Sunday night bearing various and sundry bits of information—about papers, annuals,
and otherwise. (Mostly otherwise?)
However, they all agree on one thing
,—seeding isn't allowed in Chicago
They stayed, in style, at the Medinah
Club on Michigan avenue. For
first hand information on Indiana
apple cider, ask Teny. Bonnie could
probably tell you more about the
Black Hawk—and Technique. She's
an expert at it. Our own e d i t o r well, until she came back we were
under the impression that, she was
definitely attached. Now we're sure
of it—but the thing is, she's attached to a different one. The Yellow Jacket editor seems to have ritadli •
more time than we thought anybody
could make with that gal. We've
heard that time marches on—it looks
as though it conies to a standstill .
right here though. To sane persons,
their jargon is quite unintelligible—
at odd moments they burst out with
things like "Let me out of this firetrap!" and go off into unexplainable
storms of laughter when anybody
even says the word "Whirling".
Can't understand it—but maybe I
can next year if they'll just let Keyhole Kitty go to one of these press
conventions.

Through The Week
With The Y

j

Annella Brown made a noble
crack (if you know the circumstances) when she said Mary Kethley
certainly has enough Pooles to wash
away all of her affections.

It is pretty generally rumored that
Dr. McGee thinks Keyhole Kitty is
cheap publicity; it is with due
.apologies that he is quoted again. It
seems that he was leading a right involved discussion on present, past, and
iutuye. He remarked that most probJESTERS ENTERTAIN
ably college girls live chiefly in the
The Jesters will- entertain their future, and at the mere idea somenew members and dates tonight in body in the class exclaimed "Oh,
Ennis Hall with an informal party boy!" Dr. McGee—"oh boy" or "for
boys?"
including an initiation.
There are twenty-one new memThe Juniors were having a meetbers including Miss Willie Pean An- ing to complete plans for the Freshdrews, who was recently made an man initiation. They had gone into
honorary member.
detail about the red noses, and wrong
The officers of the Jesters are side out dresses, had come to dispresident, Annella Brown ;vice-presi- cuss , impromptu 'talks when Marie
dent, Eugenia Taylor; treasurer, Hilda Casori brightly, asked, /'But how are
Fortson; and secretary, Martha the Juniors going'to know the Freshman?"
Poole.

I

»
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Wootten's Book Store

Alumnae Corner
Esther Cathy, ('27), who is secretary of her class, sends us the following news items of alumnae in general. She writes that she seems to
know more news about other classes
than she does her own. Esther is enjoying her work at Cave Springs,
Georgia, where she is teaching sociology and health. She also has
charge of the library which she is
cataloging.
Isabel Wflliams, ('28), is now Mrs.
Wm. Pilson of Rome, Georgia. She
has a little girl, Jane Pilson, age
three years.
Dorothy Barron, ('26), taught in
the Missouri School for the Deaf
three years, and is now Mrs. Robert Berentz of Fort Worth, Texas.
Sara Davis, ('2,7), is now Mrs. Lestw.- Lightsey of Cedartown, Georgia.
Marie Sewel, ('23), is Mrs. Rolf
Kennard, and is superintendent of
the primary department of the Georgia School for the Deaf at Cave
Springs, Georgia.
Mildred Barnett, ('28), taught home
economics four years in Cave Springs
High School. She is now Mrs. Lewis
Dixon Wright, and has a little son,
age two years, Lewis Dixon, Jr.
Mary Beth Barnett, ('30), is now
Itinerant Teacher Trainer in the
State Home Economics Department.
She will be at G. S. C. W. after January 1.
Martha Arnold, ('28), is teaching
first grade at Calhoun, Georgia.
Annie Sue Griffith," ('25), is teaching home economics at Rome, Georgia.

Mildred Davis, ('25), is teaching at
Cooper Hall School for Girls in Rome.
Evelyn Byars, ('27), is Mrs. Haines •.
Wicker of Ringold, Georgia. She hastwo children.
Margaret Vickery, ('27), is now
Mrs. Camp and is teaching at Glen-.
wood School in Floyd County.
Ina Jordan, ('26), is Mrs. Carter of
Jesup, Georgia. She has a little girl
eight years old.
Clara Carswell, ('29), is Mrs. W. TV
Jolly of Oglethorpe, Georgia. She
has a little daugher, Joan Jolly, six
months old. '
Sara Vance Ross, ('2S), was married
last June to Mr. August Kowal, who
teaches at Martha Berry College.
Runette Wall, ('28), is Mrs. Howard'
Ford of Rome, Georgia. She has
twins, eighteen months old, Tommy
and Jimmy.
Marietta Wise, ('32), is teaching
first grade at Calhoun, Georgia.
Evelyn Sessions, ('27), is Mrs.
Owens of Sylvester, Ga.
LaRue Adams, ('37), is teaching
the sixth grade and coaching basketball at Bethel School in "Rockdale
County.
Margaret Buice, ('37), is working
with Southern Bell Telephone Company in Atlanta, Ga.
Frances Treadwell, ('37), of Decatur, Georgia, is teaching first grade
at Cave Springs.
Emily Burch, ('35), is teaching
home economics at Oglethorpe High
School.
Dorothy Ellis, ('36), is teaching
music at Jesup, Ga.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION CLUB MEETING
The Health and Physical Education
club met Tuesday night, Oct. 19th in
Beeson Rec Hall. The new members
were welcomed by the president,
Mary Cole, and plans for the coming
year were discussed.
The teachers then gave interesting
talks on how they spent their summer. Miss Andrews told of studying
under Arthur Murrey in New York,
Miss Kitzinger at Harvard a camp
near Plymouth and Miss Jennings at
Columbia. Miss Burch talked on the
First Aid class to be held in Milledgeville in November. Mrs. Wootten told
of her summer.
Those who signed up as new members are:
Frances McGarity ,Lucille Barwick, Violet Burton, Jane McConnell, Kathryn Mulkey, Mary Aultman, Lucille Leach, Ruby Donald,
Edith Ann Teasley, Edna Harrell.
Officers of the club are:—President,
Mary Cole; Vice-President, Edith Jean
Dickey; Treasurer, Dot Peacock,
Secretary, Mary Batchelor.

Scribblers Plan To
Make Antholocrv of
Southern Ballads

The Scribblers Club met Wednesday afternoon in Bell Hall with Martha Stevens presiding. Mary Kethley
and Callie Bell Webb were hostesses
for the meeting.
Plans were made to keep an anthology of all the old southern ballads
collected by the club members during the year. Grace Hogg, Louise
Moore, and Callie Bell Webb were
appointed to act as members of the
program committee.
Miss Hallie Smith talked on the
ballads of the South, including in
her discussion a consideration of
game songs, nursery songs, and superstitions c(f the southern people
handed down by word of mouth from
generation to generation.
Others contributing to the program were Martha Stevens who reported on "Life and Labor in the
Old South" by U. B. Phillips; Roberta Brown who read an essay of
her own composition, "Noon"; Mary
Bachelor who talked and gave exMassey is chairman of the Advisory cerpts from a club paper which she
Board. Bootlicking? ? ? ? She gave edited this summer; and Jane Sudan able presentation of the old maid's deth who reviewed one of the new
view point on Men-Women Relations I books in the library,
at the said committee. She sits at
the table with Mrs. Martin, and I
happen to know that Mrs, Martin
Do Your Shopping
preaches, "Girls, don't win the game
At
if you want to win the man." Doesn't
Jane know Mr. Massey is marired, or
THE VOGUE
Is this only practice.
She's after me, so good-bye.

The secret of Smartness and Charm

ADKieNN£coim«tics
CREAMS
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LOTIONS

^ ^ / each

POWDERS H I J

,

Scientifically Harmonized Cosmetic Ensembles that
distinguish today's smartest women. They are made
to work together to give you new beauty and charm.

Culver & Kidd Drug Co.
"OF COURSE"

- THE REXAIL STORE -

Seem' The Cinemas
Monday and Tuesday we have
Bette Davis and Henry Fonda in
"That Certain Woman." The role is
inade for Bette Davis, and she plays
it well. Others playing in the picture are Ian Hunter, Anita Louise, and
Donald Oxisp. The story involves
Bette Davis, who is the widow of a
gangster, and Henry Fonda, who is
i n love with her. They marry, but the
marriage is annulled. Complications
occur—and you go to see how the
problems are solved.

ARE YOU THIS STUDENT?
Wearing a blue moire dressing
gown zipped from hem to neck
sitting in a room on third floor
Bell during study hall munching
on an apple last Thursday night.
A guest ticket to the Campus
Theater is waiting for you at the
Colonnade office.

Governor Rivers
Officially Opens
Middle Ga. Fair

MACON LITTLE THEATRE
(Continued from page one)

PLANS FOR HALLOWEEN
(Continued from page one)

This Time Last Year

that the Little Theater group conworries. Don't forget the palmist.
tains.
Freshmen were triumphant over
HOROSCOPE READER! Then in
This year the Macon Little Theater
the Sophomores in the immortal.
Governor E. D. Rivers addressed is under the direction of Frank Dur- case she doesn't get around to tell- Golden Slipper Contest. The Freshcapacity audience Tuesday after- ham, a former member of the North ing you all you want to know, go man play "It Plad to Happen" meritnoon at the fairgrounds of Milledge- , Carolina Playmakers, and author of over to the horoscope reader. She'll ed the presentation of the Golden
start from your xm-thday and tell
ville, officially opening the Middle I several plays.
Slipper to Eugenia Taylor, director
you
everything that will come into
Georgia Fair.
This project, in the shape of the
of the Frosh play.
j o u r life because you were born at a
•Little Theater group, is one of the
The lyceum program •fpr_the w _ |
In his talk,. Governor Rivers decertain time.
most interesting that Macon sponhad
been announced, featurin!
clared that President Roosevelt is
FOOD! MUSIC! Now here is the
sors. Each year, the players put on
Phyllis
Bentley, author; The JitnJ
making every effort to advance agrireal point. Where would we be withfrom six to eight plays.
Players, giving "A Romantic Youn^"
culture and otherwise help the farmVera. Brittain, who is to appear out food and music? We'll guaran- Lady" with Ethel Barrymore Colt
The YWCA will present a skit in er, and his program is the only hop
Wednesday Ramon Navarro makes
here for a lecture November 4, is tee you plenty of good food and a in the starring role; Miriam Marmein,
I chapel on Monday. Eleanor Swann, of salvation for the soil tillers.
«i comeback to the screen in "Shiek treasurer of the Y, will introduce the
author, journalist, and lecturer—as grand musical atmosphere that will dancer; Carl Sandburg, American
Steps Out". Remember when he was skit.
Rivers praised xoosevelt highly, well-known at home as abroad. She surely get you into the /mood for a poet; Cornelia Otis Skinner, dramatic
grand good time.
your hero—he might be again. Go
saying that he was the onlv presi- is now filling her second lecture tour
monologuist; and Dr. Morris FishThe
scene
of
the
play
is
laid
in
the
These are only a few of the special bein, scientist.
Wednesday and see.
dent in many years who h a s ^ e m p t . in the United States. A brilliant mind,
office of a bank. Margaret Garbutt,
ed to solve the problems of the farm- keen powers of analysis, a journalis- phases of entertainment that will
Thursday and Friday brings us an- president of the Y, has the part of er.
The student body generally was.
tic career, and a strong spirit of re- interest you at the Carnival. The
cther of those screen extravaganzas the secretary to the president. The
bellion against the bonds of provinci- price for everything will be low looking forward to the annual Halthat everybody loves to see—"Vogues other characters are played by Vallie
enough so that you can visit every lowe'en Carnival, particularly the
The Governor remarked that the . alism
~ « « i and
aim pre-war
pre-war convention
conwnti™, which
i,of 1938". Warner Baxter and Joan Enloe, Joan Butler, Annella Brown, appointment of Senator Hugo Black hampered
booth and still have plenty left over. Senior burlesque. Other features ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ , *
Eennett play in the starring roles with Margaret Fowler, TeCoah Harner, to the Supreme Court was a boon to tributed to her success a T l f
I Wel'l be looking for you at Nesbit's were Bingo, a crazy house, freak
ei success as
Helen Vinson, Mischa Auer, Alan Charlotte Edwards, Bonnie Surge, the
tne agricultural iinterests
n W 0 f » „*
u„ *....,
author.and
show, and wagon rides.
of +the
South L„*...._„
next Wednesday night at 7:00!
lecturer.
Mowbray, and Jerome Cowan in the Mary Glenn Allaben, and Frances | end the nation, because Senator Black
The International Relations Club
Her best book is "Testament of
supporting roles. The show is in ad- Roane.
has shown himself to be keenly inEMILE BAUME
had announced the new members
Youth"
in
which
she
gives
in
proper
vanced technicolor—enough in itself
Mary Kethley is directing the skit terested in the problems of the
(Continued from page one)
and followed the announcement with
perspective a real portrait of her
to make it worth seeing. But in ad- with Eleanor Swann and Rebecca farmer.
a picnic in honor of these members.
generation—the youth, who, in reachdition the story was written by Sam Wilson assisting.
in
dance
form
that
run
the
gamut
of
. First notice was given of the possiing
the
maturity
of
this
present
era,
Georgia's chief executive said in
End Bella Spewack ("Boy Meets
Freshmen Council is making the
emotion-through
comedy,
tragedy,
have
undergone
what
is
perhaps
a
bility
of the filming of several scerii-.
Girl"). The style creations will knock costumes for the play, and they will his address that the state is maksatire,
burlesque,
fantasy,
pathos,
and
greater metamorphosis than has ever
in "Gone With the. Wind" in MjAr*
'" y o u for a worse loop than that Loop- also have part in the performance. ing progress more quickly than other been recorded in the history of the humor. The first time Robert Henri,
ledgeville.
7 ••states in the pushing through of the
a-Plane at the fair. The songs are
race.
the
great
American
painter,
saw
her,
old age pension benefits.
Mrs. Nelle Womack Hines' u »
"Red Hot Heat", "That Old Feeling,"
he
said,
at
the
end
of
her
perform"A Treasure Album of MilledgevillP
Her latest book is "Honourable
and "Lovely One." The picture feaRivers said, "What we must do is Estate" which has won great popu- ance: "She is the greatest genius since and Baldwin County", was receiving
tures the most photographed group
„HUUiw
to.talk Georgia and Georgia's pro- larity both here and abroad. She Isadora Duncan" and her scope is high praise.
of girls in the world—the Walter
ducts>
plans at least two more books for greater than Isadora's. She is young,
Wanger Models. All in all, we'd advise
The library had presented a chapel
the future: one to be a biography of beautiful, and utterly unspoiled, and fckit introducing the "Friends of {he
you to truck on down Thursday or
The Classical Guild, composed of
Winifred Holtby, the other to be a it is worth noticing that she is a dis- Library."
Friday.
Latin majors, held its first meeting
tinguished ainter and is unequalled
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
sequel to "Testament of Youth."
Tuesday, October 20, with the addiFreshmen were being entertainKS
a designer of stage costume in
Saturday there is a double feature tion of five new members.
ed
at a dance, with the G. M. C. boys
(Continued from page one)
addition to being dance mime. Every
Boris Karloff plays in "West of ShanAs a result of the meeting the
critic has stressed that the enter- and faculty members as guests.
ghai," with Beverly Roberts and group plans to have an initiation
Registration for the mock election
tainment value of her performances
Ricardo Cortez. In addition, there is for the new members and for old
Patronize Our Advertisers
lies in their variety. During the eight was being held.
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Comes To Sad End
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This is an invitation to the students ..„ come and i „ s p e c t

"MEET THE BOY FRIEND"
With David Carlyle, Carol Hughes,
Warren Hymer, Pert Kelton.
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Hot Fudge Sundae—Hoi Chocolate—Chocolate Hut Sundae. Hot Butterscotch Fudge Sundae
Cherry Sundae—Caramel Sundae—Black Walnut Sundae—Whole Pecan Sundae.

new store and new supply of shoes for all occasions.

OUR FOUNTAIN IS FAMOUS FOR ITS CHOCOLATE
We use the highest grade fruits and nuts that can be obtained and give you a service that is
better.

A pleasant place to meet your friends for refreshments that are satisfying.
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